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Abstract

We are surrounded by plenty of information about our environment. From these multiple sources, numerous data could be extracted: set of images, 3D model, coloured points cloud... When classical localization devices failed (\textit{e.g.} GPS sensor in cluttered environments), aforementioned data could be used within a localization framework. This is called Visual Based Localization (VBL). Due to numerous data types that can be collected from a scene, VBL encompasses a large amount of different methods. This paper presents a survey about recent methods that localize a visual acquisition system according to a known environment. We start by categorizing VBL methods into two distinct families: indirect and direct localization systems. As the localization environment is almost always dynamic, we pay special attention to methods designed to handle appearances changes occurring in a scene. Thereafter, we highlight methods exploiting heterogeneous types of data. Finally, we conclude the paper with a discussion on promising trends that could permit to a localization system to reach high precision pose estimation within an area as large as possible.
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1. Introduction

\textit{Visual-Based Localization (VBL)} consists of retrieving the pose (position + orientation) of a visual query material within a known space representation. For instance, recovering the pose of a camera that took a given photography according to a set of geo-localized images or a 3D model is a simple illustration of such a localization system. VBL has been an increasingly dynamic research subject in the last decade. This recent gain of interest is due to the provision of large geo-localized images database, the multiplication of embedded visual acquisition system (\textit{e.g.} camera on smart-phone) and the limitation of usual localization system in urban environment (\textit{e.g.} GPS signal failure in cluttered environment). Aforementioned localization problem is involved in several present-day practical applications, such as GPS-like localization system, indoor or outdoor navigation, 3D reconstruction, models and databases update, consumer photography—“Where did I take these photos?”—and augmented reality. Visual-based localization is also used in robotics to solve SLAM loop-closure problem or kidnapped robot scenario.

There is no standardized designation for VBL, methods name vary from one paper to another. In this survey, we include in Visual-based Localization methods categorized as: Image-based localization [11], Visual localization [201], Structure-based localization [172], Visual geo-localization [222, 21], Camera Relocalisation [183], Image-based pose estimation [66], and all the possible rearrangement of these terms.

\textit{Topics addressed.} Along the whole survey, we will focus on urban VBL as it represents the most studied end-user application in literature. This can be explained by the fact that most of the related applications take place in non-rural environment. As an illustration, VBL as GPS pedestrian localization system should be used when buildings (so inside a city) disrupt the satellite signal. Most of the augmented reality applications are also designed for indoor or urbanized environment. Similar reasoning can be employed with robotic applications. Nowadays principal concerns about robots are related to human assistance or supervision and autonomous vehicles. Those services occur in indoor and outdoor man-made areas, therefore the robot localization should be studied for these sites. The other aspect that invites researchers to focus on urban environment is that large datasets are mainly describing cities or road networks, because they are the most reachable places. With the exception of airborne and satellite imageries, that are abundant all over the globe but these data restrict the range of possible uses.
As well as VBL presents a heterogeneity about its end-user applications, methods and data involved in the process of localizing an image are various. These methods are divided into two categories: indirect methods [2, 160] (see figure 1a) that cast the localization task as an image retrieval problem and provide a coarse pose information about the query location and direct methods [80, 176] (see figure 1b) that directly regress the 6 Degrees of Freedom (DoF) pose of the visual acquisition system. Indirect methods used in VBL slightly differ from classical vision object-retrieval algorithm [185] on two points: the images in the query and the database represent scenes rather than objects (e.g. street view panorama, buildings images, indoor scenes) and the performance of such system is evaluated according to the precision rate rather than the recall rate (i.e. a perfect VBL system should recover in its top ranked candidates documents that display the exact location of the query). Unlike indirect methods, direct methods aim to recover instantly the pose of the query data. Where Structure from Motion (SfM) or SLAM techniques provide a relative pose of a sequence of data, VBL tackles the problem of retrieving the absolute pose of a query data according to a known representation. Nevertheless, this representation could have been built thanks to SfM or SLAM mapping module. Figure 1 presents representatives of the two different methods studied in this survey.

When designing a VBL system, the type of method is not the only parameter to consider. As pointed out in [111], robustness to environment appearance changes over time is a main concern. Data involved in the process of localization also define specifications of the system, like area covered by the VBL method or precision of the regressed pose. Data types are various in VBL: visual data, geometric information (provided by RGB-D camera, LIDAR, etc.) and semantic clues. Combination of different data in VBL aims to overcome limitation of images-only based method.

Related works. VBL is a well studied topics, and many contributions propose overview of this domain. The closest survey to ours is the paper of Brejcha and Čadík [21]. It presents many works on VBL and classify them depending on the environment for which the particular method was developed. Conversely, we focus our study on systems built for city-scale localization as it concerns the most VBL applications. Moreover, we propose a comprehensive description of the two types of methods used in VBL, and highlight the benefits of the use of heterogeneous data in the context of localization in challenging scenarios. Zamir et al. [222] gather recent articles to draw a large panorama of VBL, corroborating the growing importance of this domain in current research. This assumption is comforted regarding the many tutorials (CVPR2014, CVPR2015 and CVPR2017) and workshop (CVPR2015) about the Visual Localization problem in high impact international conferences.

Visual Place Recognition is a roboticist problem, defined in the general sense in [111] as the visual ability of a human, an animal or a robot to recognize an already visited place. It is a main concern for navigation, especially when we consider topological mapping [54]. Despite the fact that Visual Place Recognition shares huge similarity with the issues addressed in this survey, the two problems differ on three major points. On the one hand, visual-based localization and visual place recognition purposes differ; where Place Recognition decides if a given place have already been seen, VBL produces a pose of the visual acquisition system. This explains the difference in their respective pipeline. Visual place recognition is composed of three main components (the data processing module, the mapping module and the belief generation modules) while visual-based localization does not consider the mapping module. On the other hand, the study presented here aims to consider VBL in a more general context. Communities and applications of the reviewed methods belong to the Computer Vision community [174], as well as the Robotic [54] and the Photogrammetric com-
munities [212]. Finally, in this survey, we consider heterogeneous visual data without restriction, including: raw colour and grey-scale images, depth images, point cloud and 3D models, as well as semantic information extracted from aforementioned data.

However, we advise reader to refer to the recent surveys related to Visual Place Recognition [111, 54, 86] in order to capture a global panorama of existing approaches involved in localization process with visual data.

The rest of the paper is organized in two parts: on the one hand we study two different methods, introducing in Section 2 several data representations used in VBL followed by description of indirect (Section 3) and direct (Section 4) systems; the second part focus on data involved in VBL, with in Section 5 an analysis of the problem of challenging association across data variability and in Section 6 an overview of the different type of database and query used in VBL; finally, in Section 7, trends and representative methods are discussed and Section 8 concludes this work.

2. Data Representation

Table 1: Features in VBL: Synthetic overview of features used in Visual-Based Localization. Columns Det. and Desc. stand for detector and descriptor respectively and describe the capability of the feature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Feature type</th>
<th>Det.</th>
<th>Desc.</th>
<th>Used in VBL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo Corners detector [129]</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>[129, 130]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hessian-affine [126]</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>[71, 2, 100, 173, 4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALoG [216]</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFT [109]</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[188, 181, 103, 223, 224, 140, 220]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RootSIFT [3]</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[125, 4, 173, 199, 200]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURF [18]</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[44, 100, 190, 158, 188, 205]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORB [169]</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIEF [24]</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[90, 87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRISK [94]</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[49, 125, 133]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learned features</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[27, 151, 87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines [206]</td>
<td>Geometric</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>[65, 7, 130, 161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLD [108]</td>
<td>Geometric</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGM [100]</td>
<td>Geometric</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiny images</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[65, 56, 43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histogram</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[65, 138]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourier Transform</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[212]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Refer to table 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOG [46]</td>
<td>Patch</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[184, 10, 121, 130]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPN [164]</td>
<td>Patch</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge boxes [230]</td>
<td>Patch</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>[193, 142, 220]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSER [119]</td>
<td>Blob</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>[82, 140]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planar surface</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal vector</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>[99, 50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spherical function [179]</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLH [33]</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyline</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[180, 203, 37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objects</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>✕</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[112, 171, 6, 159]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN ImageNet [91]</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[192]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is the best manner for representing visual data? This central question, present in various Computer Vision, Robotic and Photogrammetric images-indexing applications, leads up to numerous answers. The data representation, termed features, should incorporate as much as possible discriminant information from the
initial visual document and be fast to compute and compare. We present in this section representations used in VBL. Table 1 summarizes the following presented features.

2.1. Local Features

Local features are widely used in VBL and more generally in Computer Vision. Their description occurs at pixel level among a local neighbourhood of several points in the image. The description through local features is two-step: firstly detect salient region (the extraction phase) and then characterize them according to their neighbourhood (the description phase).

**Point features.** Several criteria are taken into account for the selection of point features: scale, orientation and illumination invariance, as well as computational cost and descriptor vector dimension. A comprehensive list of local feature descriptors used in topological mapping in robotics can be found in Garcia-Fidalgo and Ortiz [54] survey. Krajnik et al. [87] explore in-depth many combination of detector/descriptor for the specific task of images matching across seasons. The most used point feature in VBL remains the Hessian-affine detector [126] combined with SIFT [109] descriptor. Important contribution from Arandjelović and Zisserman [2] introduces RootSIFT which presents better results in matching step with minor overhead in computational load. SURF descriptors [18], light version of SIFT, are employed when real-time performance are required [44, 158, 191]. Interesting work from Feng et al. [49] combines rapidity and precision by using binary BRISK descriptor [94].

Learned local features is a well studied topic [27, 151]. Features are described through CNN trained for the task of similar features association [221]. Although not democratized for the task of VBL, we advice reader to refer to the recent comparison of hand-crafted and learned feature proposed by Schönberger et al. [182]. This paper shows, amongst others, that traditional local features perform the best in some scenario related to VBL.

**Geometric features.** Visual data can be described by primitive geometric shapes. Despite the fact that geometric features are less compliant than point features, they include semantically meaningful information. For example, vertical lines are convenient descriptor in urban environment to represent buildings [7, 130, 161]. On the basis of this observation, Hays and Efros [65] introduce line extraction in combination with others descriptors to describe images. Contour extraction have also been employed by Russell et al. [170] to recover the pose of an image in a site of archaeological excavations. Considering 3D data, several works use three-dimensional geometric features like normal vectors [99] or planar surfaces [50].

**Point features with geometric relations.** The lack of geometric consistency across the whole image is a shortcoming associated with point features. Various contributions propose to overcome this limitation by adding local geometric information directly on the point descriptor [180, 70] or with the geometric association of numerous points [108, 100]. SIFT features contain scale and orientation information, that have been originally used in [70] through the Weak Geometry Consistency framework. Following the same idea, Saurer et al. [180] encode features relative pose in the image to perform geometric verification at matching time. Liu and Marlet [108] introduce a geometric descriptor called Virtual Line Descriptor (VLD) by connecting two local features with each other. The subsequent lines are used to reinforce the robustness of the matching process in VBL scenario [115]. Li et al. [100] propose a different pairwise geometric descriptor (PGM), showing great results on both urban and landscape scenes.

2.2. Global Features

Another description approach considers the image as a whole and produces one signature with high dimensionality. Compared to local descriptors, global features are considered less robust in viewpoint changes, occlusion and local variations in the image. However, they are computationally less intensive to extract and capture a comprehensive description of the visual data. With the recent emergence of CNN, a new class of very efficient global descriptor have been created.

**Hand-crafted features.** GIST descriptor introduced by Oliva and Torralba [141] is the most used hand-crafted global descriptor in VBL [170, 11, 65]. The raw image can serve as a descriptor, with systematic resizing in order to obtain thumbnail [65, 43] (potentially augmented with depth information [56]). Simple descriptor computed through an histogram upon various criteria (colour, texture [65] or depth [138]) also provides a fast global information. Taking the image as a whole in a different representation space that is more discriminant for similarity research can also be considered as global description. For instance, Fourier Transform (FT) is used by Wan et al. [212].
**Learned features.** Democratization of CNN in computer vision domain leads to state-of-the-art techniques in image retrieval for urban scenes [1, 60, 83, 160]. Descriptors created through CNN are global features collected by grouping weights of a given layer into a single vector [13]. Table 2 presents main CNN architectures involved in VBL. Firstly, CNN have been used for the task of localization without special training, exploiting inherent domain transfer capability of neural network. It is also interesting to notice that the most discriminative descriptors for the task of image-retrieval are extracted from mid-level convolutional layers instead of fully-connected layers [13, 192].

In recent works [1, 160, 60], authors tackle the problem of fine tuning a pre-trained network for the specific task of similar images association. Arandjelović et al. [1] introduce a weakly supervised triplet ranking loss, feeding the network with positive and negative examples before applying the back-propagation. Positive examples are candidates related to a query image and negative examples are non-relevant candidates. Works in [160, 60] use a different approach: two [160] or three [60] identical networks receive negative and/or positive examples at each iteration, and the back-propagation is operated on the different networks. By sharing the weights between the different networks and by applying a relevant common loss, the system can learn a data representation suitable for similarity research. Authors insist on the need of having a clear and large database. Therefore, works from [160, 60] introduce novel methods to automatically reject wrong images, cluster the data into similarity groups and associated positive images with hard negative samples (e.g. very dissimilar images) for training. The Time Machine functionality of Google Street-View is used in [1] to gather a large database composed of the same places at different periods of time. Data synthesis by view rendering is also performed for gathering large amount of data [75, 186]. Pre-treatment on training data are more generally used with learning-based methods [82, 26].

Further explanations regarding CNN and specially aggregation methods performed inside the network can be found in the next section §3.1.

### 2.3. Hybrid Features

We have decided to call hybrid features two different kinds of approaches: the first one consider features that cannot be considered neither as local nor global (i.e. patch or blob) and the second one are features that combine several types of descriptors.

**Patch features.** Patch features consider region of interest in the image, it can be interpreted as a compromise between local and global features. The patch could be manually extracted (with a fixed grid on an image, or a sliding window [46]) or automatically chosen in according to image saliency [119]. The discriminative HOG [46] descriptor has been used in VBL for capturing architectural cues of building and landmarks [184, 10, 121, 130]. In the work of [140, 82], MSER blob detector by Matas et al. [119] is used to extract visual information. Sündenhauf et al. [193] present promising works where the feature patches are automatically extracted with an edge boxes detector [230]. Another CNN approach is introduced to perform VBL in [60], authors use a custom region proposal network [164] to extract regions of interest.

**Combined features.** Image features are often combined to provide a complementary description of the scene [96]. Hays and Efros [65] combine up to 5 global and local descriptors to qualify images. Azzi et al. [11] use features in a cascade scheme to first narrow the search scope with global feature GIST and then select the good candidates with local features SIFT. Morago et al. [130] use a combination of local and patch features to describe repetitive shapes. Patch detector coupled with global descriptors are a common use of multiple features, as illustrated in [82, 60, 193, 220]. Recent work from Bhowmik et al. [19] study a new approach for pairing various descriptors in order to increase the result of the retrieval step depending on the targeted dataset.

### 2.4. Semantic Features

Previously presented data descriptors belong to an abstract class of features that focus on the raw data extracted from the acquisition sensor. On the contrary, semantic representation aims to categorize the data meaningfully. Works in [33] introduce a semantic line-based descriptor. The vertical lines are extracted using Canny filtering and coded into VCLH (Vertical Corner Line Hypothesis) to represent building corners. Skyline features introduced by Saurer et al. [180] have been used to describe mountain panoramas. Dehaze segmentation is used to extract the skyline that is thereafter encoded in a curve bin descriptor. More recently, Bansal and Daniilidis [15] use PointRay to represent building corners. We refer reader to §6.3 for more investigation about semantic representation in VBL.
3. Indirect VBL Methods

The aim of indirect VLB methods is to retrieve a set of data presents in the database that are similar to an input query. This is a problem related to Content Based Image Retrieval [32, 228]. As the visual data used in VBL are augmented with geospatial information (e.g. a geotag associated to an image), retrieving documents comparable to the input provides an information on the possible location of the query. This image-retrieval-like problem is two-step: description of the visual data (for both the query and the database, see Section 2) and similarity association across the description vectors previously extracted.

We explore three key steps present in indirect VBL: features aggregation, similarity research and candidates re-ranking.

3.1. Features Aggregation

The similarity search can be computationally expensive when the data is described by a large descriptor, i.e. a vector of high dimension. Particularly, local features (§2.1) are prompt to produce a large number of descriptors for each single data. Features aggregation is then performed in order to reduce the dimensionality of the descriptor vector. In VBL, the aggregation process emphasize specific features that are more beneficial for the localization task.

Quantization. Quantization methods have been widely adopted in image-retrieval domain since pioneer contribution of Sivic and Zisserman [185]. They consider the problem of object retrieval in an image described through local features in the same manner as text document research. Words equivalent in image domain becomes local features and a dictionary is build upon a large set of features extracted from visual documents’ database. These features are clustered to reduce the size of the dictionary; clusters’ centroids are then called visual words. For each visual word in the dictionary, and inverted file is maintained to efficiently retrieve all the data that present this specific visual word. The bag of features (BoF) associates a vector of the dimension of the dictionary containing the visual word frequency of a specific visual document. With this representation, data similarity can be efficiently computed by a simple inner product of their respective visual word frequency vector.

Feature to visual word assignment. BoF original scheme [185] proceeds to a hard assignment from the extracted feature to the nearest visual word in the dictionary. However, depending on where the feature lies inside the Voronoi cell created in the clustering step, hard assignment can deteriorate the representation of the visual document. Soft assignment [156] methods have been considered by associating the feature according to a linear combination of the k nearest visual words. Hamming embedding (HE), introduced by Jégou et al. [70], subdivides Voronoi cells and associates to each feature a binary signature to refine its position in the visual vocabulary. This method leads to excellent result in term of accuracy and rapidity and is still used in state-of-the-art VBL [4]. Inspired by Fisher Vectors (FV) formulation [154], Jégou et al. [73] introduce Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) representation for image-based retrieval. The difference between feature and its closest visual word is assigned to the final descriptor, instead of the visual word itself. The underlying idea behind VLAD representation have inspired various VBL methods [82, 199, 1, 220]. For instance, Kim et al. [82] introduce PBVLAD method to locally fuse SIFT features detected inside a MSER blob. Novel features aggregation methods have been recently presented in [74, 147].

Weighting scheme. The weighting step is supposed to emphasize discriminative features regarding the similarity comparison. Original method by [185] used tf-idf weighting, relying on the occurrence frequency of the features in the database. Jégou et al. [71] handle the problem of intra and inter burstiness of visual words (i.e. the fact that a feature is more likely to appear in an image if it has already been detected once) by adapting the weight of the visual words before (inter-burstiness) and during (intra-burstiness) the query process. Torii et al. [200] tackle the problem of visual burstiness introduced by repetitive structures (abundant in urban environment) and introduce meta-features encompassing several similar descriptors (comparable both in their descriptor vector and their spatial location in the image). Such improvement permits a dense extraction of local features in images, bringing superior result in urban environment VBL [158, 199]. Another work from Morago et al. [130] that exploits the redundancy present in buildings facades. Recently, Arandjelović and Zisserman [4] improve tf-idf scheme by considering the descriptors’ density in feature space. With their DisLoc weighing, 7% of the less discriminative visual words can be removed from the database without impacting the performances
of the similarity computation. Mousavian et al. [132] introduce semantic knowledge in the local feature weighting process, reducing the impact of features associated with non-relevant elements for localization (i.e. elements that are likely to change or disappear, such as trees and cars).

Table 2: **CNN image descriptor in VBL:** Details of CNN architectures used in VBL for the purpose of data representation. Abbreviations present in the table refer to: Regions of Interest (ROI), Landmark Distribution Descriptors (LDD), Maximum Activations of Convolutions (MAC), Regional MAC (R-MAC), Contextual Reweighting Network (CRN). † Specify if the network is fed with the whole image or with fragments. ‡ Aggregation method within the CNN architecture. * Off-the-shelf means that the network was initially trained for scene classification [91] or over computer vision tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Aggregation</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Commentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[13, 192, 220]</td>
<td>Whole image</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Off-the-shelf</td>
<td>Use fully connected layers as image features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[93]</td>
<td>Whole image</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Off-the-shelf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[193, 220]</td>
<td>Image ROI</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Off-the-shelf</td>
<td>Data reduction with Gaussian random projection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[142]</td>
<td>Image ROI</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Off-the-shelf</td>
<td>The multiple extracted features are associated into a LDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>Whole image</td>
<td>SPoC</td>
<td>Off-the-shelf</td>
<td>Feature dimensionality reduction with PCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[163]</td>
<td>Image sub-part (regular grid)</td>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Off-the-shelf</td>
<td>Extraction of multiple features at different scales on the image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[229]</td>
<td>Image ROI</td>
<td>Partial Mean</td>
<td>Off-the-shelf</td>
<td>Two-stage features and patches mean pooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[198]</td>
<td>Whole image</td>
<td>R-MAC</td>
<td>Off-the-shelf</td>
<td>Feature dimensionality reduction with PCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[60]</td>
<td>Whole image</td>
<td>R-MAC</td>
<td>Fine tuned</td>
<td>ROI extracted on the convolutional layer side rather than on the image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[160]</td>
<td>Whole image</td>
<td>MAC/R-MAC</td>
<td>Fine tuned</td>
<td>Fine tuning with two siamese shared-weight networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>Whole image</td>
<td>NetVLAD</td>
<td>Fine tuned</td>
<td>Network specially fine-tuned for the task of image retrieval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[68]</td>
<td>Whole image</td>
<td>NetVLAD</td>
<td>Fine tuned</td>
<td>Evaluation of panorama representation through CNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[83]</td>
<td>Whole image</td>
<td>NetVLAD</td>
<td>Fine tuned</td>
<td>Use of a CRN to emphasize discriminative features</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Aggregation in CNN.* In CNN based methods, feature aggregation is also a subject of study. There are two different aspects of aggregation in CNN domain: gathering of features extracted from networks and intra-pooling of deep features within the CNN.

**Multiple features aggregation.** CNN descriptor can be combined with local or patch detectors, in order to obtain sparse representation of the data (see table 2 for examples). In this case, features extracted from the image can be gathered into a single descriptor, like in the BoF framework. VLAD embedding is employed in [220] and in [142] patches are sorted according to their relative position in the image and aggregated in a Landmark Distribution Descriptor (LDD) to improve the subsequent similarity search. Zhi et al. [229] exploit the intensity response of each patches to discard the descriptors with the lowest intensity. In [68], authors create panorama features by aggregating multiple image representations (extracted from a CNN) in a memory vector.

**Pooling of deep feature maps.** The meaningful representation of an image through neural network is achieved by extracting responses of convolutional layers [13, 192]. A convolutional layer can be seen as a feature bloc, composed of several activation maps of the same size. Considering the raw response of such a layer results in a high dimensionality feature vector. In order to capture a more discriminative image representation, several activation map pooling methods are applied. Table 2 presents the different convolutional layer aggregation scheme employed in VBL. Maximum Activation of Convolutions (MAC) [163] reduce the feature size by aggregating the maximum of each activation maps into unidimensional vector. Sum-Pooled Convolutional features (SPoC) [12] shows superior results compared to MAC aggregation. Instead of computing the maximum over all the activation maps, authors simply sum the responses for each map. Regional Maximum Activation of Convolutions (R-MAC) [198] is an improvement of the precedent MAC method, consisting of the computation of the maximum of...
activation over regions of various sizes on the activation map. Gordo et al. [60] achieve state-of-the-art performances by combining R-MAC representation with a custom Region Proposal Network (RPN) that autonomously detects regions on the activation map to compute the max-pooling. An entirely trainable aggregation layer, called NetVLAD, have been proposed in [1]. Authors design a differentiable architecture that aim to mimic VLAD aggregation scheme. In combination with an adapted training framework, this architecture seems to be the best suited for VBL tasks. Kim et al. [83] use the NetVLAD aggregation layer coupled with an Contextual Reweighing Network (CRN) to downgrade irrelevant features according to their local neighbourhood, without the use of any manually annotated data.

3.2. Similarity Research

Comparison between descriptors is a trivial operation: it consists in a simple distance computation (with $L_2$ norm as usually used metric) between vectors. However, when the number of descriptors is very large, a brute-force approach cannot be considered and similarity search algorithms are employed. We describe below these approaches.

Pre-processing. Dimension reduction of descriptor is often performed to reduce matching time and memory footprint. The most used technique remains the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA is applied on high dimension vector, e.g. weights extracted from CNN layers ([1, 60]). PCA has also been used to reduce the size of local features aggregated vectors [82, 199] or global descriptors [138]. Gaussian Random Projection is applied in [193, 142] and in a different work, binary locality-sensitive hashing [192] is used instead. To reinforce data consistency, whitening could be applied to final features before the similarity search [69, 59, 198, 1, 60, 160].

Nearest Neighbour Search. In some works, when the amount of data to compare remain acceptable, brute-force retrieval (or exact nearest neighbours retrieval) procedure can be employed to retrieve the closest neighbours. This is the case when a single vector is used to describe a document, i.e. where global descriptors are used (§2.2). Global descriptor from CNN trained for the task of image description [13, 192, 160, 60, 1] produce a global feature vector that is afterwards ranked against each vectors in the database according to its cosine distance. Other techniques based on local or hybrid features [223, 224, 193] perform brute-force comparison, limiting the number of features that can be handled.

Exact nearest neighbour search becomes impracticable when the amount and/or dimensionality of the features are too large. Authors then turn to approximate nearest neighbour search to trade efficiency for rapidity, thus accepting some errors in the retrieved neighbours. Approximate matching involve hashing methods [57] and quantization frameworks [140, 155, 72]. Interested readers may see [213] for more details.

Several nearest neighbour search algorithms are implemented in the FLANN library [134], and in the new Facebook FAISS library [76].

Machine Learning Methods. Learning the distribution of the extracted features is an alternative to aforementioned nearest neighbour search methods.

SVM classifier is used in numerous works [184, 26, 121, 10] to cast the similarity research as a classification task. Cao and Snavely [26] initially cluster the database according to the resemblance of the images. On top of this graph of similar images, they trained SVM for each cluster and at query time oppose the input image to all classifiers. By selecting the data associated to the SVM reaching the higher score of classification, this approach permits to quickly retrieve a pool of similar images. In [121, 10] authors train linear classifiers on HOG descriptors to robustly retrieve similar images that present extreme appearances changes. Aubry et al. [10] take the advantages of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) data representation in order to avoid expensive SVM training (like hard negative mining used in [184, 82]). Similarly, Kim et al. [82] train SVM classifier to predict the robustness of extracted descriptors. This improves the matching process and reduces the number of features to compare against the database.

Lu et al. [112] introduce a Multi-Task Learning (MTL) layout designed for features similarity association. Works from Torralba et al. [202] and Ni et al. [138] present VBL methods that are able to localize an input query among a set of predefined places. Authors embedded the recognition process into probabilistic framework, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) in [202] and epitome in [138], trained upon images representing different areas. Such paradigms allow an easy integration of additional features (such as depth information [138]).
Other Matching Methods. Stumm et al. [190] introduce an innovative method based on graph matching. The visual vocabulary abstraction is employed and augmented with a graph of co-visibility of the visual words in images. The graph is constructed as follows: nodes represent visual word detected in images and edges are created between two nodes if they are seen together in a same image. This formulation permits integrating geometric relations between the extracted features. Authors use a graph kernel for the similarity comparison among the query graph and the database [189, 191]. Notice that graph-based approaches are often employed when scenes are described by spatially organized semantic clues such as office furnitures [171] or street equipments [6].

Area correlation algorithms is another approach for computing data similarity. Simple forms of correlation like Sum of Squared Difference (SSD) or Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) have been used in VBL to compare images [157, 127]. Wan et al. [212] use PC (Phase Correlation) on images described with FT (Fourier Transform) in order to be robust to shadow artefacts. In the work of [43], authors compare shadow invariant grey-scale images with Zero Mean Normalized Cross-Correlation (ZNCC).

3.3. Candidates re-ranking

Data can be processed after the similarity research to improve the final result. Post-processing methods are widely used to re-rank the candidate list, improving relevance of retrieved data [36].

Specific VBL re-ranking. Unlike conventional methods of object-retrieval, indirect VBL can benefit from geo-localization information associated to the documents present in the database. As discussed earlier, this information can be used to construct structured graph for the similarity search process [201, 26] or exploited to re-rank the candidates list [223, 224, 173]. Zamir and Shah [223] introduce this geographic re-ranking after a classical image-retrieval algorithm to quickly remove irrelevant candidates. Authors go one step further in [224] and embed the matching process within a Generalized Minimum Clique Graphs scheme to retrieve consistent candidates according to the GPS tag associated to the visual data. Sattler et al. [173] generalize the problem of visual burstiness introduced by [71] to a geographic level, introducing the concept of geometric burstiness. They improve the relevance of the ranked list of candidates using position and popularity meta-information of database images.

Innovative contribution from Torii et al. [201] refine the query location with a linear interpolation in the feature space domain of the closest database images. The database is arranged with a graph representation, where images represent the nodes and the edges encode spatial relation, i.e. images that are close to each other (according to their GPS-tag) are connected. Firstly, a set of putative candidates are retrieved with a conventional quantization method, then the discrete feature space of the candidate is extended into a continuous space by linear interpolation according to their position in the graph. The exact position of the query is then guessed according to linear combination of GPS information of the database images. Although promising, this method relies on complete panorama images, limiting its range of applications.

Generic re-ranking. Query expansion is a post-process that re-query the database after a first retrieval step to increase the recall rate [41, 40, 197]. However, increasing the recall rate is not the main concern of VBL indirect method. Indeed, as exposed in the introduction, a perfect VBL indirect system should retrieve at first position the closest visual document present in the database. However, more suitable top ranked candidates in the list of retrieved data could benefit to a subsequent pose estimation step [188]. The VBL system presented by Cao and Snavely [26] increase the diversity of retrieved images by introducing a probabilistic re-ranking on the assumption that the first ranked candidate is not a good one and by maximizing the probability that the second one is. Last but not least, geometric consistency check is often used to reject wrong matching. Relative pose between the query and the database candidates is computed by considering homography or multiple-view transformation (see more details in the following §4.1), and candidates that produce the most consistent pose are ranked up. Philbin et al. [155] democratize the use of spatial verification by introducing prior on the pose of the photography by assuming a top-oriented view. Authors perform spatial check hierarchically to get more flexibility between time computation and retrieval precision. The geometric transformation between the query and the candidate is usually computed with minimal algorithm embedded in random consensus, like RANSAC [52]. There exists multiple alternatives to the classical RANSAC algorithm. PROSAC by [39], used in [48], prioritize specific features during the random selection step. We can also enumerate LO-RANSAC used in [155] and AC-RANSAC in [159, 158]. Novel method F-SORT presented by Chan et al. [34] show outstanding result both in term on matching quality and computation efficiency. Notice that these algorithms, beside improving the relevance of the retrieved candidates, can give information about the relative pose of the query. That is why numerous direct methods, presented in the next Section 4, rely also on these techniques.
4. Direct VBL methods

At this point, we introduce the notion of direct VBL methods that instantly recover the exact 6 DoF pose of the query according to a known reference. Compared to indirect approaches, direct methods provide a more accurate query pose to the detriment of the area coverage. Indeed, direct VBL requires a smaller database and in some case a coarse prior information about the query pose. From this class of methods, we consider the three following approaches:

Direct VBL with prior: these methods are built upon the assumption that we get a prior information about the query pose. The pose prior can be obtained through localization sensor (GPS [35, 7, 157], magnetic compass [225, 194]) or by using an indirect VBL system [201, 188, 177].

Features to points matching: this class of methods performs the global localization of the query by establishing correspondences between two-dimensional features extracted from an image and three-dimensional point cloud model of the environment (see figure 1b).

Pose regression approaches: the last considered family of algorithms are methods that learn to directly regress from an input visual data to its corresponding pose. Standard regression techniques [183] and CNN architecture [80] are employed to perform this task.

4.1. Direct VBL with prior

Many applications in Computer Vision and Robotics require an initial pose estimation of the visual data acquisition system: augmented reality [7], visual odometry [146], SLAM [128] or visual servoing [116], to name a few. Coarse estimation provided from standard geo-localization system (e.g. GPS) are not accurate enough for such applications, and other processing are required to initialize the system with a suitable pose.

Methods overview. Arth et al. [7] introduce a method to estimate a fine pose of a mobile camera to initialize AR applications or SLAM systems. Given a coarse prior pose of the camera (obtained by GPS and compass embedded in a smart-phone), authors refine the global pose by matching extracted geometric features to buildings outlines. Similarly, Russell et al. [170] investigate techniques to retrieve the pose of realistic painted or drawn piece of art according to recent photographs. Given a coarse pose prior, the query location is refined by establishing edges correspondences with the real model. Poglitsch et al. [157] introduce a particle filter to perform localization. The particles are randomly generated over a 3D model from a coarse position information from a GPS sensor. Widely spread in robotic community, particle filters have also been used to refine a coarse pose of a mobile robot in known ground 3D space [117] or an aerial map [38, 23].

Similar to work described in [168, 177], Song et al. [188] present a typical cascade scheme to estimate the 6 DoF pose of a given image. The authors perform a first step indirect method to retrieve a set of potential similar candidates, and then refine the pose with relative pose computation algorithms.

An aerial localization of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) from down-looking camera images is presented in [212]. Authors estimate a fine pose by registering the embedded camera image on a satellite images. A coarse pose information is needed for reducing the search scope. This solution is also validated for VBL on foreign planet of the solar system. Over works present VBL for lunar rover in extremely challenging condition [211]. In order to perform a fine pose estimation under hard conditions (lunar panorama with few discriminative visual elements), the authors have to use a reliable prior pose of the robot given by IMU and wheel odometers.

Pose Computation. Numerous techniques can be applied to recover the exact 6 DoF of a given query. If the reference data are geo-localized images displaying primarily planar surfaces, homography retrieval can be employed [53]. The relative pose from the query and the reference images can also be regressed with multi-view algorithms [64]. Nister’s 5-points algorithm [139] or the 8-points algorithm by Hartley [63] are used in many VBL scenario [158]. Recently CNN have been used to warp an affine or thin-plate-spline transformation between two images [166], or to estimate the relative transformation between two images [122]. Although not precise as classical methods, the presented network is able to deal with drastically different images in appearance. If numerous reference images are available, more complete methods are used involving trifocals geometry [64] like in [188]. Kneip and Furgale [84] introduce OpenGV library, a modern C++ tool to compute relative and absolute pose with various algorithms.
Pose refinement. Depending on the available data, heavier processing can be applied to refine the query pose. Bundle adjustment is the widely used technique when dealing with 3D structures or point cloud obtained from images. Works from [125, 211, 53] apply bundle adjustment to refine the first guess pose from their method. Local bundle adjustment are used when real-time performances are targeted [101, 158]. Another famous refinement method is the Iterative Closest Points algorithm (ICP), used in VBL context in [170, 180, 130]. Paudel et al. [148] provide algorithms to obtain an optimal alignment between images and point cloud data, or between point cloud and 3D model [149].

4.2. Features to Points matching

A widely represented family of direct method aims to regress the pose of a camera based on the analysis of a 3D point cloud reconstructed by SfM algorithms. The principle of these methods is to establish 2D features to 3D points correspondences (F2P). In a first step, three-dimensional representation of the environment is built thanks to many images. Triangulated points within this structure are associated to the local features (most of the time SIFT vectors [109]) extracted from all the images where the considered point is visible. At query time, local features from the image to localize are matched against the set of pre-computed 3D points. Finally, the features to points correspondences permit a 6 DoF pose estimation of the acquisition system.

These methods share a lot of similarity with indirect methods described in Section 3 and they present the same two-step pipeline: data description and data similarity association. Yet the use of a geometrically structured database introduces interesting elements not exploitable in a classical image-retrieval scheme [178].

Methods overview. Between methods based on prior information and F2P methods, works from Arth et al. [8] present a system that recover the pose of a smart-phone camera by confronting an image to a subset of 3D points that should be visible in the query according to a prior pose information. Irshchara et al. [67] introduce the first F2P method based on SfM environment representation. Authors perform scalable VBL by registering the point cloud into synthetic visual documents covering the entire model. Latter improvement by Li et al. [101] reverse the conventional process by searching from the point cloud correspondences in the image (P2F), instead of matching features from the image to points. This formulation causes an overhead in computation but is correctly handled by considering a compressed version of the SfM model and by implementing end-conditions and rejection cases in their algorithm. Sattler et al. [174] consider the original features to points correspondences scheme by [67] and introduce a Vocabulary-based Prioritized Search (VPS) inspired by BoF matching method. Subsequent works by the same authors [176] augment the VPS framework with the points to features matching P2F [101]. Li et al. [102] show that the class of methods introduced in [67, 101] can deal with large environment. Authors augment the P2F matching with hypothesis of co-occurrence of 3D points present in a close neighbourhood. Based on similar spatial observation, Sattler et al. [172] consider visibility graph to reject wrong matchings. Heisterklaus et al. [66] introduce MPEG compression for visual document in order to speed-up the system. In the work described in [48], authors use the descriptor redundancy associated to 3D points to train random ferns on the top of each points. F2P matching time requirement is by the fact greatly reduced.

Works from [125, 113] tackle the problem of VBL embedded in a mobile device with limited memory storage and computational power. To achieve real-time performances, authors in [125] produce a very light 3D model to track the mobile camera in an urban environment. They send at regular interval key-frames to a server that is in charge of computing the global pose of the camera regarding a pre-produced point cloud. Aligning a light relative point cloud reconstructed with SfM to a bigger one have also been investigated in [112]. Svarn et al. [194] consider the problem of VBL with F2P matching as a combinatorial optimization problem and design a fast outliers rejection scheme. This promising work have been improved through [225] contribution.

State of the art VBL methods based on SfM are dominated by techniques combining previously mentioned improvements [176]. Recent work by Feng et al. [49] reduce drastically the computational power requirement by considering fast point extractor and binary descriptors combined with an efficient similarity research. Authors show an order of magnitude in time reduction without any pose estimation performances deterioration.

Features to Points pose estimation. F2P provides correspondences between 2D pixels and 3D colourized points. Defined by Hartley and Zisserman [64], perspective-n-point (PnP) formulation is the most common tool to recover the absolute camera pose according to the point cloud reconstructed by SfM.

Embedded in a random consensus scheme (see §3.3), six correspondences between the image and the 3D model are sufficient to retrieve the pose, if we have no information about the intrinsic parameters of
the camera [48, 101, 101, 66]. This formulation is known as P6P and can be solved with Direct Linear Transformation (DLT [64]).

In particular cases, three correspondences between the image and the model are sufficient (P3P pose computation problem). Especially, the pose estimation problem can be reduced to a P3P formulation if the intrinsic parameters of the camera are known [67, 125], or if 3 or more DoF are fixed [225, 158]. In those particular cases, P3P solver introduced by Kneip et al. [85] is mostly used to recover the pose.

4.3. Direct pose regression

The last class of reviewed direct methods cast VBL as a pose regression problem. Two different kinds of regressors are employed in the literature: regression forest and CNN.

Regression forest. In the initial works by Shotton et al. [183], authors encode, thanks to RGB-D data, the global position of each pixel associated to a known environment in a regression forest. At query time, a handful of pixels from a depth camera frame are processed into the regression forest. The multiple pose hypothesis obtained for each pixel is then optimized in a random consensus to regress the camera position and orientation. This method is fast and precise and can be used on texture-less data. However, the depth information associated to each pixel is needed and the authors have to train a specific forest for each 3D scene.

This initial method have been improved in [62], where authors take in consideration several candidates for the final pose regression obtained by trained predictors. Valentin et al. [204] introduce mixture of Gaussian to represent the uncertainty associated with the regression forest prediction and significantly improve the 6 DoF estimation by embedding this information within the full camera pose regression step. The regression forest have been replaced by Neural Network (NN) in [118], bringing slightly better result at the cost of computational overhead. Meng et al. [123] consider only RGB images at query time. The loss in precision is compensated by a post pose refinement step based on nearest neighbours search with sparse extracted SIFT features.

Inspired by works presented above, Glocker et al. [58] design a system based on regression ferns to quickly associate an RGB-D image to a binary feature. Ferns produce descriptor according to randomly initialized binary rules, and a look up table is maintained to directly associated image signature with 3D pose in the scene. Presented system is less precise that the one presented by Shotton et al. [183] but has the advantages of not relying on a heavy pre-processing step (i.e. the spawning of the regression forest). Along the same line, Cavallari et al. [31] propose a new method based on pre-trained regression forest. This method permit to recover the pose of a RGB-D camera without prior knowledge about the 3D scene, more precisely than Glocker et al. [58].

CNN regressors. Introduced in 2015 by Kendall et al. [80], PoseNet consists of the fine-tuning of a CNN for the task of localization. The network is trained upon a set of paired image/pose and automatically regress the 6 DoF pose of a camera that acquired a colour image. The pose obtained through this method is not as accurate as the pose obtained with “classical” direct methods [49, 176] but provide great tolerance to changes in scale and appearance. Compared to regression forest [204], CNN seems more appropriate to handle large environment and does not rely on depth information.

Recent improvement have been proposed by the original authors [78] to integrate an uncertainty estimation in the regression process. Liu et al. [107] integrate this CNN architecture with only depth map information for recovering the pose of a camera in complete obscurity. The work by Walch et al. [209, 210] present a combination of a PoseNet [80] with a Long Short-Term memory (LSTM) units plugged at the output of the network in order to encode stronger spatial information from the image. This combination slightly improves the precision of the system. Jia et al. [75] highlight the limited number of training example available for CNN pose regressors. Though the learning transfer seems to be efficient [80], authors propose a new method to gather supplementary image/pose pairs for the fine-tuning step. They generate artificial images from a dense point cloud model obtained by SFM thanks to a rendering software. Computer graphics shaders effects are added on some rendered views for simulating various illuminations. Contreras and Mayol-Cuevas [42] exploit this CNN architecture in order to create a fixed size map that can be improved by adding new trajectories. Authors were able to reduce the original size of the CNN by factor of three while maintaining similar localization performances on indoor scenes. Recent contribution [79] investigate new loss-functions for the training phase of the CNN, mimicking the philosophy used in multi-view geometry standard systems [64].

Differently, recent work from Weyand et al. [217] consider the localization problem as a classification task. They perform a worldwide training on 126M images categorized into 26k places across the globe. According to a given image a CNN, named PlaNET, estimates a map of probable location for the query. Localization
of multiples photos taken from a common album can be performed by augmenting the original network with a LSTM layer. Vo et al. [208] push further the study of such a neural network and conclude that the features extracted from layers of PlaNET are more discriminative to determine the location of an input image that the CNN classifier itself. By extracting features instead of using a classification algorithm, their contribution is closer to the original world-wide localization method IM2GPS [65].

5. Data with Dissimilar Appearances
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Figure 2: Illustration of appearance changes present in VBL system: (a) Visual dissimilarity between the query (left) and the closest image in the database (right). Cause of the change, from top to bottom: viewpoint differences in a system for MAV localization in urban environment from [115], extreme illumination changes from [127], shadow interferences from [43]. (b) Cross-view localization system from [106]: left represent the ground-level query image and right the bird’s eye view of the same scene (red rectangle). (c) Cross-domain VBL system from [10]: on the left the query painting and on the right the corresponding pose according to a 3D model.

As pointed out by Lowry et al. [111], permanent changes occurring in our environment is a huge concern in vision domain. In VBL, to the difference of SLAM based navigation methods [54, 111], the environment representation (i.e. the database) is most of the time acquired at a single date and query can be opposed to the system years after. To take into account local changes of the environment the database needs to be updated. Depending on the size of the covered area, database update can be a costly operation. Thus, an ideal VBL system should be able to handle minor visual changes from various sources: daily and season cycle, difference in viewpoint or modifications of the local geometry of the scene. In this section we review selected VBL papers that tackle the problem of visual changes in the environment. We dedicate the second part of the section to localization methods that consider extreme appearance changes between the query and the database, namely: cross-view and cross-domain VBL systems.

5.1. Appearance changes

Viewpoint changes. Common visual acquisition systems capture a part of the environment lying inside the frustum of the sensor. Indeed, camera are oriented-device and due to the complex geometry of our surrounding environment, viewpoint changes in visual data impact drastically the appearance of the same scene [77]. To handle those changes, local descriptors described in §2.1 have been widely used. By describing partial areas of the whole scene, local features are naturally robust to a certain amount of changes introduced by difference in viewpoint, small occlusion or scene modification. Wan et al. [211] treat extreme viewpoints changing (when the camera are facing each other) in repetitive lunar environment. To achieve VBL in such conditions they match the ground part of the image (which is subject to large affine distortion) with a fully affine invariant feature [131].
Image rectification [53] is also employed in VBL to minimize appearance changes introduced by different viewpoints. With strong assumption on the environment where the localization is performed (e.g. such as Manhattan world assumption [135, 33]), images rectification ensure that facing direction of all visual data will be barely the same. With the hypothesis of an urban scene, vanishing points can be extracted [95, 64, 53] and images rectified to display front facing buildings [165, 35, 130, 7, 33].

Other approaches consists of filling the database with additional data to cover all the possible viewpoints for a given environment. Milford et al. [127] generate translated view on a database road-circuit for preventing miss-matches if the car, carrying the acquisition system, is moving on a different traffic way than the one used to collect the database. Notice the use of a CNN depth estimator from mono image in order to produce consistence synthetic shifted-views. Work from [67, 10, 199] increase the number of documents in the database by automatic data generation to ensure that whatever the viewpoint of an incoming query, a document displaying a similar view can be retrieved. Majdik et al. [115] perform air-ground matching of picture taken by a Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) against street view images (top of figure 2a). The main challenge outlined in this paper is the large difference in angle viewpoint. Authors generate artificial view from both the database and the query image to handle the affine transformation introduced by altitude differences (inspired by the work of [131]).

Illumination invariance & long-term localization. Lowry et al. [111, Section VII] explore exhaustively Visual SLAM methods that perform strong illumination invariance place recognition (e.g. SeqSLAM [128, 152, 153] or FAB-MAP [44, 45, 150]). Illumination perturbation are caused by three main phenomena: weather conditions and illumination changes across season, daily cycle and finally shadow casting (see figure 2a for illustration). In [110], authors present an invariant-free image representation in order to overcome aforementioned perturbation in visual domain. In a more robotic-oriented-scenario, Mühlfellner et al. [133] investigate map invariance representation when multiple instances of the same environment are available.

Seasons & Weather. Illumination changes are usually handled at the beginning of the VBL pipeline, during the data description step. Local features robust to illumination, like SIFT or SURF, consider gradient quantity in order to be invariant to pixel intensity variation caused by different illumination conditions [81]. However, Valgren and Lilienthal [205] have shown that these representations are not well suited for similarity association across season cycles. GRIEF local descriptor [87] (derivatives of BRIEF [24]) or ORB feature [61] show better results for this task. The use of heterogeneous databases (i.e. composed of data acquired by different supports, see §6.1) constrain the system to be robust to disparate illumination conditions [1]. Works described in [90] model seasonal-like cycle in a probabilistic framework in order to downgrade features that are not likely to appear during a given period of time. Rosen et al. [167] also propose a model to take in account the features persistence, decreasing the probability of encountering a feature that have been met for the first time a long time ago. On the other hand, learned descriptors show good performances if trained for the specific inter-season matching task [27].

Nocturnal illumination. In some application, especially for vehicle localization, VBL has to be performed during a complete day, including overnight [121, 127] (see middle example of figure 2a). Dense descriptors’ extraction used in [199] exhibit promising result for daytime to overnight images matching. At first glance, artificial lights ubiquitous in urban scene can be considered as sources of disruption. However, Nelson et al. [136] focus on this particular clues to perform localization across only night road images.

Shadows. Some researchs focus on the specific perturbation introduced by shadow casting over images. Wan et al. [212] outline that satellite and overhead images can change drastically in appearance depending on the relative position of the sun during the day. Authors show that Fourier transforms can be used to create shadow-invariant image representation. Corke et al. [43] implement the shadow suppression method presented in [51] to localize street images with important depth artefacts projected by trees or buildings. This method still remains very sensor-dependent.

Dynamic scene. As mentioned previously, methods based on local descriptors are prompt to handle local changes in images due to dynamic modifications of the environment (e.g. vegetation growing, buildings construction or annihilation, presence of pedestrians or vehicles, partial occlusions, etc.). Several investigations have been led for designing robust descriptors to local geometric changes. Kim et al. [82] train SVM classifiers to discriminate strong and weak local features for the VBL task. The method shows promising results
where features are more often selected when they are attached to persistent objects, such as facades, and dismissed when they represent ephemeral or changing elements, such as people or trees. Based on similar observation, Mousavian et al. [132] introduce down-weighting of irrelevant features according to their semantic class. Learning approaches have also been investigated in other works. Arandjelović et al. [1] train a CNN for global description upon images from the Google Street View Time Machine to get diverse representation of the same scene captured over a period of ten years. From this kind of representation of the environment, persistent clues can be efficiently extracted [137]. Similarly, Kumar [93] proposes a CNN approach for place recognition across seasons.

5.2. Cross-appearance localization

Subsequent part focus on methods that reach an extreme with change-invariance consideration by creating cross-appearance algorithms for VBL. We distinguish between two main categories of applications: cross-view VBL, where authors localize a ground-view image against database of aerial images, and cross-domain VBL, where the purpose is to localize an image of a certain nature within a database of different nature.

Cross-view. Cross-view localization, also denoted as ultra-wide baseline matching [16], consider the problem of ground level localization from aerial-level set of photo shoots (see figure 2b for an illustration of data association targeted by cross-view systems). Cross-view VBL is motivated by the fact that satellite photographies are rich sources of information, available almost all over the globe. However, finding similarity between data acquired at a ground level and data captured with flying devices is a hard task due to the extreme change in viewpoint. A series of works consider cross-view localization [104, 218, 30, 207, 195]. In [218, 207], authors investigate the use of a CNN to automatically associate ground level images taken from street view service with fine-grained overhead images. Vo and Hays [207] compare several CNN architectures and conclude that triplet trained network provides the most suitable descriptors for cross-view matching. Rotation invariance between ground and overhead images is also studied through auxiliary loss and special training.

In [17, 16, 105], authors use bird’s eye imagery to localize ground level snapshots. Bansal et al. [17] method relies on ground level images rectification, like methods focused on viewpoint changes (refer to §5.1).

Cross-domain. Another field of research where the data association is very challenging is the cross-domain localization (an example of cross-domain VBL is presented in figure 2c). Russell et al. [170] work, followed by Aubry et al. [10] contribution, focus on the task of retrieving the pose of an old hand-drafted document (a sketch or a painting) according to a known realistic representation. In [10], hard training of HOG-based descriptors are used to capture the global shape of the architectural scene displayed in the documents, in the same manner as [184]. Results are impressive, but the used descriptor is not robust to viewpoint changes. Cross-domain techniques are also used to recover the pose of ancient photographies and to confront them with current data [14, 19].

6. Data heterogeneity

Originally, images were the dedicated data to VBL system [165]. Still, conventional images for the task of localization have limitations, as mentioned in the previous section (see Section 5). The use of other type of data, such as geometric and semantic information, can circumvent these limitations. This section aims to exhaustively present the three different kinds of data used in VBL: optical, geometric and semantic.

6.1. Optical information

Robertson and Cipolla [165] present the first VBL method based on a geo-referenced database of images. Authors work aimed to localize buildings facades; therefore this database reflects the end-user application and was composed of images of front facing buildings. However, depending on the targeted application, the appearance of the database is likely to change. Figure 3a illustrates the diversity of imagery used for VBL.

Application. Most of the VBL systems are designed to retrieve the location of a camera within an urban environment, where a GPS signal cannot be properly received. Urban VBL systems are categorized in four classes: indoor VBL [103], VBL for pedestrians (or robots [54]) inside a city [165, 181, 35, 226], vehicles VBL on road traffic scenes for urban or suburban navigation [121, 127, 158, 23] and aerial vehicles localization system [212]. The appearance of the images present in the database changes drastically giving the purpose of the visual localization system.
Figure 3: Illustration of the data heterogeneity in VBL: (a) Image-based VBL systems, left represent the query image and right the closest corresponding image in the database. Images appearance differ depending on the final application, from top to bottom: street-level localization in urban environment from [199], car localization on road from [128], air-plane localization with aerial imagery from [212]. (b) Localization system built upon a DEM from [120]; left represent the query image and right the closest corresponding pose according to the 3D model. (c) Localization system with semantic information integration from [6]: on the left the query image with segmented objects (colour boxes) and on the right the retrieved pose (yellow camera) from a map with semantic objects location (coloured landmarks).

Coverage. By definition, the previously described applications do not cover the same area. For instance, a system design for car pose estimation should be able to localize a vehicle in a larger area than a pedestrian VBL system should do. Thus, there exists systems designed for world-wide localization estimation [65, 217, 208] as well as more spatially focused system [188]. Database coverage can be extended by using wide angle or omnidirectional cameras. Works presented in [1, 68, 93, 162, 201, 223, 224] use databases composed of spherical panoramas. On the other hand, aerial images are likely to cover large area but restrict VBL applications [212].

Database Consistency. Regardless of the type of images used, we distinguish between two kinds of databases: homogeneous and heterogeneous. Homogeneous databases are composed of images gathered through the same optical acquisition system in a restricted time interval. Google street view\(^1\) or IGN Stéréopolis platform [143] give access to this kind of database. Homogeneous databases are suitable for applications that perform systematic processing on the data [115, 199]. Conversely, heterogeneous databases are made of images collected by various people with different cameras at inconsistent periods. These databases are often constructed through on-line collaborative platforms, like flickr\(^2\), by downloading images associated to specific tags. Heterogeneous databases have the advantage of introducing visual variations in the VBL system and therefore improves robustness to appearance changes [160, 60] (see Section 5). Additionally, heterogeneous databases are easier to augment or update compared to homogeneous ones.

6.2. Geometric information

As presented in the outlines of this section, adding geometric information aims to overcome the limitations of only-based-optical VBL.

Weak Geometry. In [199, 35], authors introduce weak geometric clues that describe principal 3D planes present in the scene. This information is then used to modify existing images in the database: for rectification purpose [35] or to generate more images in order to cover a larger area [199]. Cham *et al.* [33] use a 2D

---

1 https://www.google.fr/intl/usa/streetview/

2 https://www.flickr.com/
buildings outline map for VBL. From a given image, authors extract buildings corner and match them according to the map. Along the same line, VBL method from [7] relies on a 2.5D map of Gratz (schematic buildings outlines boxes from OpenStreetMap\(^3\)). 2D map is also used as geo-reference in the work from [22] (extended version in [23]) where authors produce, thanks to a stereo-camera, a path of a vehicle that is afterwards matched against the map. The matching process is embedded in a probabilistic framework to handle large environment. Saurer et al. [180] introduce the use of a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) to perform localization in mountainous terrain [162, 203, 37]. Bansal and Daniilidis [15] extend this idea in urban localization to perform purely geometric VBL with images as query input and DEM of a city as database. These purely geometric descriptions, also used in [120, 38, 162, 161] (see figure 3b), permit localization independently of the illumination conditions (compared to optically dependant methods, see §5.1).

3D geometry. Previous section §4.2 emphasizes the growing importance of colourized point clouds obtained by SfM in VBL. Because such geometric models are built upon images collections, reconstructed point clouds also lie on two categories: homogeneous [80, 78] and heterogeneous [67, 174] models (see §6.1). The addition of geometric relation by SfM improves retrieval performances [178] and permits precise pose estimation of the query, on the contrary of methods based on vanilla images collections.

However, SfM reconstruction is a costly operation. Rather than preprocessing the visual data to recover the geometry of the scene, appropriate sensors permit a direct capture of a 3D scene (e.g. stereo camera, depth camera, laser, lidar, etc.). Raw data from depth sensor are often used to add supplementary information channel to the VBL system. Works from [138, 121, 211] use disparity map from stereo camera. Several authors [183, 62, 58] used active depth camera that project infra-red pattern to estimate depth. Similar technology is used in [97] to perform VBL in complete obscurity. Consistent 3D models are also used to perform VBL task. For indoor localization, works from [183, 145] use textured model reconstructed from RGB-D sensor [183] or hand-crafted with dedicated software [145]. City-scale models are used by [10, 157, 144, 29] to perform outdoor VBL.

Table 3: Data heterogeneity in VBL. Summary of the various types of data used in VBL. First row indicates the type of data present in the database and the first column the type of the query confronted to this database. References in bold denote works using semantic interpretation of the data (see §6.3). † Image-retrieval based methods that compare a input image to a set of images. Numerous references not displayed to readability reason. ‡ Several works consider VBL with as an input a set of images from the same scene rather than only one image input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database Query</th>
<th>Images collection §6.1</th>
<th>Weak geometry §6.2</th>
<th>SfM §4.2</th>
<th>3D model §6.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Several images(^‡)</td>
<td>[217, 223]</td>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>[92]</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image + Depth</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[31, 56, 58, 62, 183, 204, 186] [50, 171]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SfM</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[125] [112]</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3. Semantic information

Robustness and precision brought by geometric information has a significant cost in term on data acquisition, processing power and storage needs. Nevertheless, there is a good alternative and discriminant data representation: the semantic information. Semantic representation has received a growing interest in research community [106], in particular for robot navigation purpose [86]. Semantic-based methods are notably efficient to perform robust VBL to all kind of appearance changes. Indeed, by capturing a meaningful information about the scene composition, this approach is by definition invariant to local changes in appearance and in geometry. Semantic information used in VBL are classified between two classes: segmentation and categorization. Segmentation involves local methods that recognize within a data sub-parts with a semantic meaning (e.g. object detection in an image). On the other hand, categorization can be seen as global descriptors that associated semantic labels to a given data (e.g. scenes interpretation [47]).

\(^3\)https://www.openstreetmap.org
Segmentation. The world “semantic” can be understood in different ways: Fernandez-Moral et al. [50] semantic approach consists of extracting planar surfaces in a scene, while in [171] authors segment a point cloud to extract objects with higher semantic meaning, like chair or table. Semantic approaches encode the data with a graph where nodes represent objects (plan in [50], furnishings in [171]) and edges spatial relations between objects. Graph representation offers a compressed data representation capable to handle local changes and minor measurement errors [189]. Semantic segmentation is used in [112] to narrow the search scope and in [6, 30, 38] to directly recover the pose of the query (illustration on figure 3c). Works described in [5, 132] consider the re-weighting of extracted local features in image according to the semantic class of the pixel obtained by image segmentation. Using this information, authors reduce the influence of local features that are not semantically robust for VBL, like vegetation or cars. In a same manner, Arth et al. [7] present concrete application of semantic segmentation of an image to reinforce hypothesis about building facades segmentation (the image is segmented with a SVM classifier). On the other hand, several methods rely on annotated map [9, 215] or Geographic Information System (GIS) [6, 30, 159] to guide the localization.

Categorization. Scene categorization [219] is a different manner to exploit semantic clues for VBL. High level semantic features have been popularized with the augmentation of labelled data and the accessibility of high computation power devices (GPU, Cloud Computing). ImageNet challenge introduced in 2009 by [47] permits the emergence of fast and robust classification methods, like the one described in [91]. Image classification produces a sub-sample of semantically identical images associated to a class. In VBL, classification can be used to decimate the database in order to proceed in a subsequent step to a more precise pose search. This method is successfully applied in [192], where the used CNN has a dual-purpose: narrowing the search scope by semantic labelling and producing a global descriptor by weight aggregation (see § 2.2). In [202, 138], classical learning methods like Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) or epitome are employed for associating images to a finite number of possible locations. Recent work from [55] use semantic categorization in order to establish transition probabilities from a given type of environment to another one. Authors embed this framework in the SeqSLAM algorithm, improving the global system accuracy. Finally, works presented in [65, 217] consider the problem of classification of images at a world-wide level.

6.4. Cross-data localization

We have presented in this section three different kinds of information that can be used for VBL: optical, geometric and semantic. These types of data are commonly used together to improve localization. In this part, we consider the scenario where all types of data are not available at query time, for instance if the database uses more complete representation of the environment than the query input. It is a common scenario because some data are more difficult to acquire or required specific sensors (e.g. geometric information). In this case, methods have to deal with asymmetric representation of the environment in term of data type. We denote this problem cross-data VBL and classify the methods founded in the literature in two categories: methods using a common description regardless of the type of data and methods projecting one type of data within another data representation space.

Common description. Features to Points (F2P) VBL (see § 4.2) oppose 2D images to 3D point cloud. In fact, all the features are exclusively extracted from images. On the other hand, semantic abstraction permit cross-data comparison by considering semantic object extracted from various types of data: images to 2D building outline map [33], images to map [6, 159, 30, 23], RGB-D data to DEM [38], etc. Referring to a similar physical entity, not necessary semantic, is also a manner to link information from various types of data. Images to DEM correspondences is performed in [15] based on a method relying on purely geometric clues extracted both in the image and the model. Recent work from [186, 98] use joint descriptors to merge RGB and depth data into a single feature.

Data projection. Another widely used method for combining data of different types consists of projecting one of the engaged data into the representation space of the other. For instance, lot of methods consider the challenging problem of registering photographies upon 3D models [180, 80, 7, 145, 146, 144]. Similarity comparison is performed thanks to synthetic images generated from the 3D models [170, 117, 10, 157]. Notice the synthesis of skyline profiles from DEM in the work of Saurer et al. [180]. Special attention is paid to placement of the artificial cameras that generate fake 2D views [67, 56, 199]: Aubry et al. [10] generate cameras over a regular grid to cover a maximal area. A pruning is then applied to only keep the most discriminant views.

To conclude this section, the different types of data used in VBL methods are summarized in table 3.
7. Discussion

This section aims to highlight common usage and emerging trends in VBL. As VBL panorama is wide and varied, we first propose a review of recent datasets and evaluation metrics used for comparing different approaches.

7.1. Datasets

**Current datasets.** Because of the important difference between direct and indirect methods, there exists two kinds of datasets used in VBL: unsorted list of images and spatially consistent datasets (that can be composed of point cloud or fine geo-referenced images). Table 4 presents numerous datasets used in VBL. Notice the growing number of publicly available datasets starring complete 3D scans of large cities [dataset][124, 114, 214]. As mentioned earlier, long-term localization in changing environment is an hot topic in robotic research. We observe therefore appearance of several datasets featuring multiple acquisitions of the same place over long period of time [114, 28, 88, 90].

Table 4: Currently used datasets in VBL. Depending on the method to be evaluated (e.g. direct or indirect), different datasets are used. Data information (pose, type and homogeneity) concern the documents composing the database and not the one used at query time. Data homogeneity refer to the definition given in paragraph 6.1. RGB-D refer to data recorded with depth-cameras and RGB-S to information collected with standard cameras coupled with laser-scan depth estimation. † 6 DoF available in [177].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Application domain</th>
<th>Data Pose Info.</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Data Homog.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INRIA Holidays [dataset][70]</td>
<td>Scene retrieval</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford Buildings [dataset][155]</td>
<td>Landmark retrieval</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris [dataset][156]</td>
<td>Landmark retrieval</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Cities Dataset [dataset][196]</td>
<td>Image retrieval</td>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh 250k [dataset][200]</td>
<td>Image retrieval</td>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco Landmark [dataset][35]</td>
<td>Landmark retrieval</td>
<td>GPS †</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh Street View [dataset][224]</td>
<td>Image retrieval</td>
<td>GPS + Compass</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo 24-7 dataset [dataset][199]</td>
<td>Image retrieval</td>
<td>GPS + Compass</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordland train dataset</td>
<td>Inter-season matching</td>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stromovka dataset [dataset][88]</td>
<td>Inter-season matching</td>
<td>Inter-season pair</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH1 dataset [dataset][180]</td>
<td>Localization in mountain</td>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH2 dataset [dataset][180]</td>
<td>Localization in mountain</td>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeoPose3K [dataset][20]</td>
<td>Localization in mountain</td>
<td>6 DoF Pose</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge Dataset [dataset][80]</td>
<td>Camera localization</td>
<td>6 DoF Pose</td>
<td>SIM</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome16K [dataset][101]</td>
<td>Camera localization</td>
<td>6 DoF Pose</td>
<td>SIM</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubrovnik6kK [dataset][101]</td>
<td>Camera localization</td>
<td>6 DoF Pose</td>
<td>SIM</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aachen [dataset][175]</td>
<td>Camera localization</td>
<td>6 DoF Pose</td>
<td>SIM</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notre Dame dataset [dataset][187]</td>
<td>Camera localization</td>
<td>6 DoF Pose</td>
<td>SIM</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 scenes [dataset][183]</td>
<td>Multi-purpose (indoor)</td>
<td>6 DoF Pose</td>
<td>RGB-D</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witham Wharf dataset [dataset][89]</td>
<td>Multi-purpose (indoor)</td>
<td>6 DoF Pose</td>
<td>RGB-D</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Campus dataset [dataset][28]</td>
<td>Multi-purpose</td>
<td>6 DoF Pose</td>
<td>RGB-S</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford Robotcar [dataset][114]</td>
<td>Multi-purpose</td>
<td>6 DoF Pose</td>
<td>RGB-S</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TorontoCity dataset [dataset][214]</td>
<td>Multi-purpose</td>
<td>6 DoF Pose</td>
<td>RGB-S</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITTI dataset [dataset][124]</td>
<td>Multi-purpose</td>
<td>6 DoF Pose</td>
<td>RGB-S</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evaluation Metrics. Authors use various types of performances criteria in order to compare indirect methods. The recall @k, or recall @k%, is the most discriminative metric for VBL evaluation. It represents the percentage of queries that present a good match within the k or k% top ranked images. Usually k is set to 10 or 1%. Classical object-retrieval metric can be used, like RoC curves (precision against recall), mAP (the mean of average precision value) or the simple recall rate. If images in the database are augmented with GPS tag, authors often decide that a query is correctly localized if one among k retrieved candidates lies inside a tolerance radius (usually 10m, depending on the dataset). Result visualization is obtained by plotting a variable number k of candidates against the fraction of correctly localized images.

Concerning direct methods, authors often simply compute the mean of absolute position and orientation error relative to the available ground truth. Another criterion can be extracted from the inlier count obtained against a robust geometric verification. A query is considered as successfully matched if enough inliers are found after the application of an iterative RANSAC-like algorithm. However, such a metric does not ensure that the data is well localized according to the model [172].
7.2. Runtime consideration

Real-time performances and embedded architectures are constraints mainly present in the robotic community. In VBL, such criteria are not always taken into account. This can be explained by the fact that recovering the localization of an input query is a one-shot action; i.e. it has to be performed only once compared to tracking systems [116] or SLAM algorithms [54]. Furthermore, more and more embedded systems rely on deported architecture or cloud computer, resolving the problem of low computational power of portable devices [125]. Yet, some authors manage to reduce the computational cost of their system [183, 58, 113]: for instance Feng et al. [49] introduce a light version of F2P method and works from [217, 80, 42] embed their localization system in a compact CNN architecture loadable on a smart-phone.

7.3. Trends in VBL

A quantitative comparison between all VBL systems is impossible due to the diversity in both methods and applications. Nevertheless, we refer reader to recent papers that quantitatively compare specific types of state-of-the-art methods. Concerning indirect methods, following recent contributions [160, 60] show comprehensive comparisons. Direct F2P methods based on SfM are carefully compared on three papers [49, 176, 194] and Kendall and Cipolla [79] propose a detailed comparison between SfM-direct methods (§4.2) and CNN-direct methods (§4.3). In [21], authors propose an overview of both indirect and direct VBL methods by reporting results of various works in a common table. Finally, Sattler et al. [177] present the first comparison between indirect and direct methods based on images collection for the task of query accurate localization. In the following, we propose our qualitative analysis of VBL panorama.

From indirect to direct methods. As discussed earlier, there is a trade-off between the area covered and the precision reached by the VBL system; the survey of Brejcha and Čadík [21] provides a complete overview of this problem. Indirect methods prioritize the space coverage, city scale [60] to word-wide [217], whereas direct methods focus on precision and exact 6 DoF estimation [49]. This survey describes VBL methods in a chronological order, that is why we present indirect methods before direct ones. However, during the last decade, research focus seems to have turned to direct methods. This can be explained by the drastic increase of applications using precise VBL for both professional (e.g. robotics [115]) and individual (e.g. augmented reality [7]) purposes.

The growing importance of geometric data. Limitations of methods using only images have been discussed in Section 5, and the growing accessibility of geometric data promotes the development of systems based on depth information [143]. Furthermore, geometric data facilitates the final pose estimation, which also explains the rapid development of direct methods [92, 148, 149]. When available, depth information can directly improve the result of VBL methods [138, 56, 183, 199, 31]. Point clouds remain the favourite type of geometric data in VBL [176], nevertheless less complete but more compact models have shown promising result for some applications [162, 15, 38, 199].

Emergence of semantic localization. Less used in VBL, semantic data offer promising results [6, 30, 38]. In addition to being generic regarding the original “raw” scene representation, semantic abstraction permits a discriminative and robust description of the scene. Moreover, the use of semantic graph representations can handle huge amount of data. Loss in area coverage granted by the use of direct methods and complex data can be balanced by semantic information. Indeed, in [6, 112] authors initially narrow the research scope with extracted semantic clues.

Data combination and cascade schemes. Getting both wide area coverage and high precision of the query pose is the current challenge of VBL. Cascade scheme, that can be seen as a combination of indirect and direct methods, are certainly a good alternative to achieve this objective [177]. Indeed, firstly reducing the amount of data and in a second step recovering the exact pose of the query is a well studied topic [168, 11, 188, 123, 177]. This architecture facilitates the use of heterogeneous data [112] in a common framework. Combination of various types of data benefits to the task of VBL by exploiting all the available sources of interest present at a given location [99].
7.4. Benefit of heterogeneous data

All along this survey we emphasize the growing importance of multiple types of data (optical, geometric and semantic information) for the task of VBL. As discussed in section 6, using more sophisticated data aims to overcome shortcoming (presented in section 5) of only-optical based systems. Geometric and depth information permit a total abstraction to the pixel intensity, naturally providing to the system a robustness to illumination variability that can occur in the scene. Local changes in scene appearance and geometry can also be handled with the use of a semantic representation. Optical data, though, contain extremely specific information and are much more easier to collect compared to semantic and geometric data. That is why these three aforementioned data should be considered as complementary information. Based on these observations, there is a real benefit of using heterogeneous data to achieve better results in VBL.

7.5. VBL and machine learning

VBL benefits from the recent progress in machine learning. Indirect methods are now dominated by CNN approaches [160, 60] (see §2.2). Image description obtained with convolutional networks gathers all the characteristics needed for the task of scene retrieval. New network architecture has been proposed to resolve the direct VBL problem (presented in §4.3). Despite the simplicity and the robustness of these methods, state-of-the-art direct localization results are still obtained through point to feature approaches [210]. However, active researches are pursuing in this promising direction [107, 75, 79]. The last VBL sub-domain improved by CNN is the semantic scene segmentation and categorization used in some localization methods [171, 6, 7, 38]. Conventional methods, like Deformable Parts Model (DPM) [6], SVM [7] or Automatic Labelling Environment (ALE) [38], should be quickly replaced by CNN [193, 227].

8. Conclusion

This survey is an attempt to describe the large panorama of VBL. Two families of methods have been comprehensively reviewed to highlight the current capabilities of existing localization systems and to address the remaining challenges in the domain. The principal concern about the future of VBL can be summarized in this question: “How should we combine precision and large area coverage in a single system?”. This essential issue may be solved thanks to the massive emergence of novel data. Complete 3D models of large cities are more and more publicly available, especially with the democratization of self-driving vehicles. The adaptation to larger area of methods based on exhaustive geometric data, until now restricted to indoor applications, is therefore a promising avenue of research. Semantic interpretation, a well-studied topic, can also support VBL scale up while improving the robustness of the localization.

Finally, respective advances both in Visual-Based Localization and Visual Place Recognition can be beneficial to each other. In particular, graph-based methods widely used in Place Recognition are under-represented in VBL, though reaching excellent results. However, the gap between those two research domains progressively reduces, considering the increasing number of co-works between the two original communities (Computer Vision for VBL and Robotics for Visual Place Recognition).
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